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MOTION SENSOR WALL or CEILING MOUNTED Black
SKU:LW7802BK

Lightwatch 180 degree PIR (passive infrared) motion sensor is installed between a light
and the switch, to create an automatic security light. Suitable for wall or under eave
mounting, Lightwatch is LED friendly (will operate lights up to 300w LED). Detection area -
180 degree detection area, up to 12m (at 2.5m mounting Height). Duration Time -
approximately 5 seconds to 5 minutes. This sensor has a manual overide capability and is
suitable for outdoor or indoor use.

Description
Lightwatch 180 degree PIR (passive infrared) motion sensor is installed between a light
and the switch, to create an automatic security light. Suitable for wall or under eave
mounting, Lightwatch is LED friendly (will operate lights up to 300w LED). Detection area -
180 degree detection area, up to 12m (at 2.5m mounting Height). Duration Time -
approximately 5 seconds to 5 minutes. This sensor has a manual overide capability and is
suitable for outdoor or indoor use.

Additional information

Brand Lightwatch

Colour BLACK

Bulb Included NO

Voltage 240V

Overall Height 8.5

Overall Width 10

Overall Depth 8.5

Item Dimensions H85 W85 P100

Fitting Height H85

Fitting Width W85

Fitting Projection P100

Primary Material ACRYLIC

IP Rating IP44

Supplier Code LW7802BK

UPI 9324879202541

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY lights)
should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed Terms and
Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject to change.
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Electrician To Install This fitting should be installed by a licenced electrician

Warranty / Guarantee 1 Year Replacement Guarantee

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY lights)
should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed Terms and
Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject to change.
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